Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

We kindly inform you that the “Well integrity as good business practice – 2015” Conference will be held in Szolnok on 19–20th May, 2015 with the professional support of the Oil-, Gas- and Water Mining Section of the Hungarian Mining and Metallurgical Society, the MOL Group and the Hungarian Section of the SPE.

**Topics of the Conference:**
- Well integrity
- Lifetime integrity
- Accountability/responsibility
- Well integrity in new-, vertical-, directional-, horizontal- and mature wells
- Well operating process
- Well service process
- Well performance analytics and well integrity
- Advanced well control and well integrity
- Improved well integrity on wellheads & tree and downhole valves
- Tubing/annulus integrity
- Well barriers
- Real-time barrier monitoring
- Testing of safety system
- Sustained casing pressure tests
- Full scale testing
- High quality zonal isolation
- Plug and abandonment
- Well barrier integrity and temporary abandonment
- Prevention of hole collapse, lost circulation, fluid influx and stuck pipe using advanced real-time engineering-while drilling
- Cutting, milling fishing – full range of pipe cutting and pipe recovery
- Cased hole logging – leak determination, cement bond quality
- Planning and operations
- Interact with technological advancements for complex well
- Present and new technology and materials
- Qualification of materials, mechanical barriers
- Shale gas, CO₂, H₂S
- Best practices
- Rig-less operations
- Directives, policies, rules, regulations, standards, guidelines
- Insurance gaps and legacy well liabilities
- Strategies for ensuring cost/quality effective well abandonments
- Data management and record keeping
- Well integrity- and project management
- Real-time decision support system for high cost drilling operations
- Well barrier selection in HPHT wells

**The language of the Conference is English.**

In addition to the Conference, an Exhibition will be held.

You are welcome to hold a presentation in any of the above mentioned topics. Please send your application with an abstract of the lecture (max. A4 size) to montanpress@montanpress.hu by the 12th of March.

The second announcement will be sent out in March.

The main sponsor of the event is MOL.

Further sponsorship opportunities are available!

---

**Professional organizers:** Oil-, Gas- and Water Mining Section of the Hungarian Mining and Metallurgical Society (OMBKE KFVSZ)

**Intermediate professional organization:** MOL Group, SPE Hungarian Section

**President of the Conference:** Zsolt Molnár, OMBKE KFVSZ

**Chairman of the Conference Organizing Committee:** Árpád Ösz Sr., OMBKE KFVSZ, e-mail: arosz@mol.hu

**Technical organization:** Programme Organizing, Consulting and Publishing Ltd.
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